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To,

Subject: Welcome to RIMS Silver Jubilee Alumni Meet - 24 th November 2018
Dear,
Before you read further, how about starting with this!
I HAD THE STRANGEST FEELING AT MY CLASS REUNION A LOT OF MY
FRIENDS CHANGED SO MUCH THAT THEY FAILED TO RECOGNISE ME.
This morning did you get the feeling that RIMS, your almamater, which you left 25 long
years back, is beckoning you! Then the answer is a big ‘YES’. Remember, when you
walked into its tiny compound with doubts clogging your mind with ‘WHAT NEXT.’
And, now after 25 yrs when you get up and say your morning prayer thanking to the
almighty for having made your life, a small portion of that prayer, without your knowledge
also thanks this institution, ‘RIMS’ for having shaped your dreams.
Now, you must be wondering why RIMS is trying to make you nostalgic and slightly
emotional as well and may be a lump at your throat. Well, it is time for coming back to the
lap of that great institute, to whom you unwittingly thanks every day morning in your
prayer.
WE ARE ORGANISING A 25 YEARS CELEBRATION OF YOUR BATCH HERE IN
RIMS.
Come here and experience the thrill of not getting recognizing and also failing to recognise
your friends, who for two years definitely made your life miserable and heavenly also.
Success, like beauty is relative, still all of us have a common yardstick of success in our
minds. And, do not you think you shall spend some of your success mantras and also
experience with us in the midst of your friends.

The time for that is here now. Read the fixtures below to learn everything in details so that you plan at
length how you can contribute to make this reunion a memory of lifetime.

The great Narayan Murthy of Infosys once said, “Nobody is bothered about an institution, more than
its alumni.” We seriously endorse this view of Murthy. At least once you must have thought of visiting
us, but aborted the idea. Work pressure, no time, probably getting bored without friends, are some of
the reasons for which you did not turn up. Here, we are giving you an opportunity to gel with your
buddies, along with you family members without any tension. For that we are informing you much
earlier so that you can plan out without really bothering.
Remember, what Jenifer Koner said, “It’s very hard to get together with friends. You rarely see friends
as a whole group.” For you we are creating the opportunity to meet your friends in a group and share
all your memories.
You may wonder, why we are doing this for you. Well we are also little selfish. The great Shiv Nadar
said, “A founder can carry an institution only so far, and others have to step in including the alumni.
That’s how an institution becomes one.” In the periods, after you left, we have seen many ups and
downs, but have managed to stay float and then finally found us on solid grounds. From now onwards
we look forward to touch our own sky, which we have visualised, but for that we need all of you with
us. Let us all make this a great networking opportunity and win-win strategy for all.
So, let us meet and discuss. And we assure you the meeting will have so much of excitements stored
for you that there will be no dull moments. With youstarts the silver jubilee batch. So we look forward
to meet you along with your family members and class mates. Your suggestions on the event highly
solicited to make it memorable.
A line of consent from your end will help us in making the arrangements, accordingly.

Waiting for your early reply at alumni@rims-edu.com / santosh@rims-edu.com
Thanking you.

Yours Sincerely,

Dr. S K Biswal
Convener,
Silver Jubilee Batch Alumni Meet 2018

